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                    From heavy-duty degreasers to specialized surface cleaners, we have a solution for any cleaning challenge. Our products are designed to effectively remove grease, deburr, and other contaminants while also being safe for use in a variety of industrial environments. Additionally, we offer tailored cleaning solutions to meet the specific needs of your facility. Browse our case studies to see how our solutions have benefited other industrial operations and contact us to learn how we can help improve cost cutting and efficiency of your cleaning challenges.
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                                        How to Maximise  efficiency with  industrial cleaning                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Centurion Power & Equipment is a business line of Centurion Group, a UK based company. They offer a comprehensive range of power and equipment solutions to meet various industry needs such as power generation and industrial equipment, energy storage solutions, power distribution equipment, ma…
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                                        How to maintain high-quality product standards in partscleaning                    
        
        
    
        
        
                VOLA A/S, a renowned Danish manufacturer specializing in design fixtures, has achieved remarkable advancements in their cleaning processes through a close collaboration with DST-CHEMICALS for over 20 years. High quality also equals big savings on water and energy.
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                BUFAB Lann is the leading producer of turned parts in Sweden, known for their exceptional machining capabilities and expertise in CNC Single Spindle, CNC Multi Spindle, Multiplex machines, milling machines, and Rotary Transfer Machines. For Bufab Lann water-based cleaning turned out to be the sec…
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                                        Perfect cleaning for the 
wind turbine industry                    
        
        
    
        
        
                At ZF Wind Power every single component inside the wind turbine gearbox is cleaned with DST-GEL. After assembly high quality cleaning with less manual handling is necessary, as next step in the process is lacquering and painting.
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                                        A sustainable solution and 
 higher quality at Danfoss                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Danfoss Power Solution in the US is saving approximately 50% on energy with higher quality washing after TEM. Parts are washed with a biodegradable and sustainable solution.
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                HART-TECH Sp. z.o.o.
        
                                        Long-term relationship 
 in heat treatment                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Being a highly technological company dedicated to quality, innovation and the development of new technology requires a close relationship with the suppliers. “DST-CHEMICALS has proven to be one of those reliable suppliers, here to make sure that we achieve the optimum cleaning result”
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                DST-OFFSHORE CLEANER was carefully developed through a strong partnership with a prominent, multinational offshore corporation who sought a cleaning solution that would significantly enhance workplace safety Simultaneously, the product had to be water-based and highly effective for cleaning the o…
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 extended bath life times                    
        
        
    
        
        
                VMS GROUP had three demands for the new cleaner: The quality of the washed items had to be impeccable. The product had to be a single use product and had to contain corrosion inhibitor. And it had to be safe for the work environment and eco-friendly.
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                HAMBURGER HOCHBAHN
        
                                        Cleaning mobility in line 
 with sustainability                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Being a modern Hamburg company, our focus is on driving motion and progress for the future. This includes a consistent sustainability strategy, covering everything from a zero-emission fleet to low-energy maintenance and cleaning of our vehicles, and with DST-CHEMICALS a new course has been set i…
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Merkurvej 27B 
6000 Kolding
VAT DK10831237
Send us an e-mail →
Phone +45 75 50 63 60


                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
            
                
                    
                
            
        
    



    
        
            
            
            
                
                    
                
            
        
    


    
        



                                
                
            
        
    

            
            
        


        
        





    